A: Remove Camera and Cabling

B: Remove Camera and Cabling

GC-17: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-18: Install new camera and cabling

GC-1: Remove, Replace and Relocate Camera and Cabling

GC-2: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-3: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-D: DO NOT TOUCH! This camera is not with our system! Lowest of 3 cameras that views the sally port door.

GC-19: Install Camera and Cabling

GC-20: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-21: Install Camera and Cabling

GC-22: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-23: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-4: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-5: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-6: Remove, replace and Relocate Camera and Cabling

GM-1: Remove and Replace Monitor(s) and Cabling

GC-7: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-14: Install Camera and Cabling

GC-13: Install Camera and Cabling

GC-15: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-12: Install Camera and Cabling

GC-11: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-9: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-8: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling

GC-C: DO NOT TOUCH! This camera is not with our system!
3C - 1: Install Camera and Cabling
3C - 2: Install Camera and Cabling
3C - 3: Install Camera and Cabling
3C - 4: Install Camera and Cabling
3C - 5: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling
3C - 6: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling
3C - 7: Remove and Replace Camera and Cabling
3C - 8: Install Camera and Cabling